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In order to comply with Pauli's exclusion principle baryons with 
spin greater than i can not be interpreted by using linear oscilla-
tion orbits alone. The masses of such baryons can, nevertheless, 
be calculated in many cases by interpolation between the result 
obtained by using our oscillation orbits machine program and tha·t 
obtained by our circular orbits program. The results are consis-
tently better than those obtained by the oscillation program alone. 
The method has also made possible a calculation of the masses of 
several baryons of spin greater thatn 3/2 including a spin 5/2 
Octet (see table 2). 
'I'he method has also improved the interpretation of the masses of 
several mesons of spin greater than zero, although in this case 
the necessity of using orbi·ts with angular momentum greater than 
zero is not as obvious as it is for baryons of spin greater than t. 
1. Introduction 
In a preceding paper (Barricelli 1981 1 section 9) it was noticed 
that several decaplet baryons of spin 3/2 could not be interpreted 
by linear oscillation orbits without violating Pauli's exclusion 
principle. E'or example the spin 3/2 baryon .A-(1232) i.s ascribed 
the (L-5) configuration ((BD)1 DD}S. If all orbits were linear os-
cillation orbits which have angular momentum equal to 0, the spin 
3/2 would have to be interpreted by assigning parallel sp.ins to 
the three D quarks. The positionally associated D quarks in the 
external (L-5) orbit would therefore have parallel spins in viola-
tion of Pauli's exclusion principle. 
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The simplest solution to this dilem.rna was found by ascribing to 
the positionally associdLcd D qudrks an (L-5) orbit of angular mo-
mentum equal to 1 instead of a linear oscillati.on orbit. This way 
the two external D quarks could be assigned anti-parallel spins 
and the angular momentum of the baryon could nevertheless be 3/2 
if the internal D quark is assigned a spin parallel to the angular 
momentum of the external orbit. 
We have no data-machine program l.jhich can directly calculate the 
mass of a system with an (L-5) orbit of angular momentum 1. \'Je 
have, however, a program which can handle linear oscillation 
orbits, of angular momentum 0, and one which can handle circular 
orbits. The circular (L-5) orbit has angular momentum 5. -~~ in-
terpolation between the mass (1152.828 MEV) obtained with the 
circular orbit program applied to the (L-5} orbit and the mass 
(1244.530 MEV) obtained with the linear oscillation program for 
the configuration ((BD)1DD)5 ascribed to the A-(1232) baryon 
may be possible for example on the following a.ssumption: that the 
(L-5) orblt's energies corresponding to angular momentum values 
0,1,2, .•. 5 are about equally spaced. On this assumption, which 
is consistent with observations in various examples of multiple 
energy levels, the mass of ~-(1232) can be calculated by inter-
polation, and the value one finds is 1226 MEV in fairly good 
agreement with the observed value of roughly 1232 MEV. 
In the preceding pa.per (Barricelli 1981, table 7} the same met:hod 
has been a.pplied for the calculation of interpolated masses of t:he 
other decaplet baryons, obtaining in each case a better fit than 
that obtained by linear oscillation orbits alone. 
The same interpolation method is also found useful in the inter-
pretation of several spin 1 mesons, also included in the same table, 
whose angular momentum could be ascribed to an orbit of a:ngula.:::-
momE"ntum 1 rather than two quarks v1ith parallel spins. 
The data contained in the mentioned table are also included in the 
table 1 below, which is calculated by a new data-machine pro~ram, 
to be described below, which is capable of calculating directly 
the interpolated masses. The new program has also made i1: possible 
to carry out an inves·tigat.lon leading to the interpretation of 
several other masses of elementary particles whcih had not been 
interpreted by earlier programs. 
;w' 
2. The intereolati~J£!~~ 
The interpolation program is intended to be used for the theoretic 
calcula.tion of masses of certain groups of elementary particles 
\lfith spin greater than ! . The· groups of particles i.n which the 
program has been fairly succesful Cpredicted masses with error£" 
lower than 1%) are: 
1. Seve.i;al common mesons of Slpin 1. 
2. Coro.mon d.ecaf!let baryons of spin l/2. 
3. Recently a.lso a group (octet) of baryons of spin 5/2 ha~ been 
intsrr:-:-.:.,tl?!d ·by the interpolation programs 
The program operates in the following way. For each particle whoa~ 
mass is to be calculated, the input data will contain the name of 
the particle, its configuration and spin (see Barricelli 19S1, 
tables 5 and 6). Besides the mass calculated by using oscillation 
orbits, the program wi.ll also calculate a mass obtained by assuming 
that the orbit (or the external orbit if there are several) is 
circular. An interpolated mass will than be calculated by the 
rules presented below. The three masses, namely the oscillation 
orbit mass, the circular orbit mass and the interpolated mass will 
be prin·ted in the machlne output together with the usual informa-
tion including the name and the observed mass of the particler its 
configuration, its spin etc, (See table 1). 
The interpolated mass for Z~n elementary particle with spin larger 
than l is calculated as follows. For an (L-n} meson {XY} r1 of 
orbital energy level n and spin s the interpolated mass ~1 is 
calculated by the formula 
'1 ) \ . 
where 
For example in ·the PHI ( 1020) -w1eson with the ascribed configuration 
(TT) 3 and spin s = "i, the orbital energy level is n = 3, the H.0 
and Me masses calculated by the machine and listed in table 1 
are r·espectl.'lely 1026.3 MEV and 997.0 ~1EV and the interpolated 
mas~ is according to formula (1): 
M ·'1- 2M0 
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For an (L-n) :baryon ( {BX) rYZ) n with an external orbits energy 
level n and spin s 0 , we calculate a reduced spin s by the 
formuld 
(2) 
which eliminates the spin ~ of the internal quark. With this 
definition of s and n, formula (1) can still be used also for 
For example in the SGMA(1385)-bc.ryon with the 
3 tion ( ( BD) 1 DT) 5 and spin s 0 = 2 , the reduced 
external orbits energy level i:o n = 5, the H0 
ascribed configura-
spin is s = 1 , its 
and M masses 
c 
are respectively 1402.4 and 1311.0 and the interpolated mass is 
according to formula (1): 
M = 
M + 4~'1 
c O = 1384 MEV 5 
in good agreement with the observed mass of 1385 N.BV. 
3. Results 
Besides the masses of mesons and baryons calculated in the machine 
output presented in table 1 .• a new group of baryons, an octet of 
spin 5/2 1 has been tentati ve1y in-terpreted by using the i.nterpolc-t-
tion prograra. The result is presented in table 2. The model 
follow::> quite closely ·the one used in the interpretation of the 
first spin l octet (see Barricelli 1981, tables 5,6 and S). The 
main d.ifference is an incx·ease of the cn~rgy levels. The firs·t 
spin ~~ octet incl~1des two groups of baryons. One g:coup consistin-g 
of the Proton P(938) = ((BUD) 4U) 1, the Neutron N (939} = { {ZUD) 4D} 1 
and A(1115) = ((BUD)4S)1 is replaced in the spin 5/2 octet by the 
group of .baryons N+(1670) = ({BUD)4U)4, N°(1679) = ((Bt'D)4D),~ .;;;nd 
A(1830) = {(BUDJ4S)4. (see table 2). An other group con~isting 
of 5 baryons L:-(1197}::; ((BD)1DS)4, r. 0 (1l92) = ((BU}iDS)4, 
E+{1189) = (!BU).1US)4, ::'-(1321) = ({BS)10T)4, :::! 0 (1321) = ((BS)1U'I')4 
is replaced in the spin 5/2 octet by the group 1- { 1915) = { (BD) 2DS} 6, 
I: 0 (EI'IS)- i(BU)2D$)6,E+(1915) = ({DU)20S)6, ::-·(2030} = ((BD)2'l'T)6r 
E0 (2030) = ((BU)2TT)6 (see table 2). Besides the increased energy 
levels in the two " baryons of spin 5/2 there is also a substi-
tution of a split strange quark (T) fer a comp~ct one {S} com..-
I e 
T~fllE 2. 
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pared with the E baryons of spin i. If we h~d used one compact 
and one split quark as is done in the spin 1 case we would have 
obtained a too large mass value (see table 2) . Whatever its cause 8 
this is in line with the general tendency of split s-quarks to 
substitute for compact ones the more frequently the higher the 
energy level (see Barricelli 1981, table 8}. 
A tentative identification of the spin 5/2 baryon A(1815) is also 
indicated at the end of table 2. 
The possibility of int~rpreting the masses of other elementary 
particles by j.nterpolation methods like the one presented here 
is being explored. 
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